
HSBC Global Strategy Portfolios

Affordable investing from  
our Multi-Asset range



Investments for the road ahead

Whatever your life-stage, plans for the future, or attitude to 
investing, our Multi-Asset range is designed to meet your 
desired outcomes. Whether you are just starting out on 
life’s journey, at a crossroads with change on the horizon, 
or approaching the point where you can enjoy some well-
earned leisure time, our Global Strategy Portfolios are a 
low-cost option to keep pace with your road ahead.

HSBC Global Strategy 
Portfolios

A world of opportunities 
made affordable 

 
Globally diversified  
multi-asset portfolios

 
Active asset allocation

 

Five portfolios with different 
risk profiles 
 

Strong focus on  
cost-efficiency  
(OCF from 0.17%)2

 
 
A trusted, reliable institution

A solid track record – 
First decile performance 
since inception, 5Yr & 3Yr 
performance3

1 Source: HSBC Asset Management as at 30 June 2021. 

2 HSBC Asset Management as at 30 June 2021.

3 Source: Morningstar, 31/08/2021, HSBC Global Strategy Balanced fund in EEA GBP Moderate Allocation peer group.

Our range of five risk-profiled portfolios gives you access to a cost-efficient 
investment solution capturing global growth opportunities, across developed and 
emerging economies, through both equity and bond market investment.

With HSBC’s Global Strategy Portfolios you can benefit from the expertise of our 
well-resourced and highly qualified investment teams.

Dedicated global team of  
80 investment professionals

We manage USD625bn,  
USD187bn of which follows  

a multi-asset approach1

Providing multi-asset solutions 
for over 25 years

Fully integrated investment  
manager of the HSBC Group

A leading Multi-Asset Manager
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Balancing risk and return  
– ensuring portfolios remain on track

Managing risk is as important as generating 
performance. Regular portfolio reviews, run by 
our investment and control teams, ensure that the 
portfolios do not drift away from their long-term 
risk profiles. 

To control portfolio risk and benefit from global growth 
opportunities our multi-asset investment team works to identify 
the optimal combination of assets across multiple geographies 
in today’s investment markets.

Diversifying the portfolio among multiple asset classes,  
as well as multiple geographies, is a way of mitigating some of 
the risks inherent to investing in a single asset class. Combining 
different asset classes generally improves the overall risk/return 
profile of a portfolio. As some of the asset classes deliver 
strong returns at a particular point in the economic cycle, 
others may be experiencing declines. Consequently,  
an investor may benefit from a ‘smoother’ trajectory of returns.

The HSBC Global Strategy portfolios have been widely 
recognised by external industry bodies. Official rating agencies 
believe that the portfolios are a comprehensive proposition 
based on different criteria, such as performance over different 
periods of time, strong investment process for the fund range 
to the overall consistency of the fund manager over their career. 
Past performance is not an indication of future returns.

4  Copyright © 2021 – Morningstar UK Limited. All Rights Reserved. Ratings should not be taken as a recommendation. The HSBC Global Strategy Cautious, 
Balanced and Dynamic Portfolios – C Acc share class – are rated 5 stars as at end of June 2021.

5 RSMR rated as at June 2021.
6 Please note the FinaMetrica score refers to their ‘ok risk’ range. 
7  Please note that FE Crown Fund Rating relates to the Cautious and Balanced portfolios only.
8  Please note that FE Invest Approved logo applies to Cautious, Balanced and Dynamic portfolios only.
9 Defaqto Risk Rating as at June 2021.
10  Please note that Dynamic Planner Premium logo relates to the Cautious, Balanced and Dynamic portfolios only.
11 Please note the Synaptic score refers to their SAA rating.
12 Square Mile rated as at June 2021.
13 EValue Risk Ratings based on 1-10 scale data generated by Fund Risk Assessor on a 10 year time horizon as at June 2021.
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Our investment process

Long-term  
asset allocation
• Blending of asset classes, regions 

and currencies to identify the optimal 
long-term portfolio positioning for the 
specific risk profile.

• Reviewed at least annually

Forward looking allocation
For multi-asset investors, keeping an 
eye on the road ahead is key. Rather 
than relying on past performance and 
hoping that history will repeat itself, our 
fund managers start building portfolios 
by creating a long-term asset allocation 
based on forward looking risk and 
return expectations.

We employ a disciplined, structured and 
transparent optimization process which 
includes quantitative and qualitative 
components. Our long-term asset 
allocation is reviewed at least annually to 
ensure portfolios remain in line with their  
long-term risk profiles.

Adjusting 
asset allocation
• Reflecting shorter-term views and asset 

class preferences in the portfolios.

• Rationale for TAA positioning is 
reviewed at least monthly.

Be responsive to 
opportunities
Responsiveness to changes in the 
market environment is key to the 
overall strategy as the investment 
landscape can shift dramatically in 
a short period of time. The asset 
allocation of a multi-asset portfolio 
should be flexible enough to respond 
to changing asset class valuations, 
macro-economic conditions, market 
sentiment, momentum and  
other factors.

In the Global Strategy Portfolios, we 
adjust our asset allocation to reflect 
our shorter-term views, for example 
preferences for asset classes or regions. 
This is reviewed at least monthly.

Portfolio 
implementation
• Capturing the desired asset allocation 

in a cost-efficient manner. 

• Portfolio positioning monitored daily

Execute your strategy 
effectively
Once you define your strategy and 
asset allocation, it will need to be 
implemented. Asset allocation is the 
main driver of multi-asset portfolios’ 
performance. We also believe that cost 
efficiency is paramount.

Passively managed investment vehicles 
are typically the best way to deliver 
this to end investors in a cost efficient 
manner. Therefore, the HSBC Global 
Strategy Portfolios primarily use index 
tracking funds and exchange traded 
funds to implement portfolio asset 
allocation. This allows us to keep the 
overall costs to the end investor as low 
as possible.
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What does the OCF mean?
It is the measure of what it costs you to invest in a fund on 
an ongoing basis. Example: if you invest £100 then this will 
cost you 17p per annum in the Balanced portfolio. 

Please see the glossary for a full definition.

What does volatility mean?
Volatility is a measure of how much a fund or security’s price 
goes up or down as a percentage of its total value.

Please see the glossary for a full definition.

The volatility band is used when building the long term asset 
allocation, based on our estimates for future returns. This allows 
us to build different portfolios at different levels of risk14.

The HSBC Global Strategy Portfolios aim to provide long-term 
positive returns and the portfolios are offered with five different 
levels of risk, allowing investors to choose the portfolio to meet 
their goals. Before selecting with your adviser what portfolios 
to invest in you need to decide on how much you want to 
invest, the risk you are willing and able to take and what your 
end goal is.

As shown above, our risk profiles range from Cautious to 
Adventurous. Each portfolio is globally invested, across 
developed and emerging markets, and holds exposure to global 
equities, global bonds and global property securities.

Five Ready Made portfolios for your choosing

Source: HSBC Asset Management, 30 June 2021. Pie charts for illustrative purposes only. OCFs as at 30 June 2021, sourced from factsheet of ‘C acc share 
class’ of the relevant fund. 

14  It is important to remember that this optimal portfolio is based on forward looking 
expectations and that the realised volatility of the Fund will depend on actual 
market conditions. Therefore, there may be periods of time where the volatility of 
the Fund is higher or lower than the volatility range used in the optimisation

Cautious Conservative

Volatility band

0-5% 5-8% 8-11% 11-14% 14+%

Balanced Dynamic Adventurous

US Equity

Emerging Markets Equity

Europe Equity

Global Government Bond

UK Equity

Corporate Bond

Japan Equity

Property

Pacific ex Japan Equity

Cash

Pacific ex Japan equity 2.9
Emerging markets equity 10.4
Global Government bond 1.1
Corporate bond 1.3
UK property 8.9
Cash 0.9

OCF

0.17%
OCF

0.18%
OCF

0.17%
OCF

0.19%
OCF

0.21%
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Diversification: Where does your money go? 

Source: HSBC Asset Management as at end of June 2021. For illustrative purposes only. This is indicative of the portfolio holdings and not the actual holdings.  
Any discrepancies may be due to rounding.

Where does your

investment go?

Equities 

£570 Alternatives 

£62
Listed real estate

Cash 

£22
Fixed income 

£346
Corporate £115 | Government £231

Australia £15

China £29
Italy £24

Switzerland £16

Germany £38

France £45

Netherlands £13

UK £34

Spain £17 Japan £116USA £572

Canada £10

Other15 £56

South Korea £10

Hong Kong £5

15  This includes all remaining counties 
which are not mentioned on the map.

Your investment 
is split into

different countries

Your investment in 
equities gives you 
access to more than

companies across 
different industries

Your investment 
is split into

different currencies

43% 

Energy £18
Real estate £16
Utilities £15

Materials £27

Industrials £56
Telecom services £54

Financials £77
Healthcare £66

Consumer goods £113
Info tech £124

39% 

5% 

4% 

5% 

2% 

1% 

1% 

$

£

€

¥

HKD

AUD

CHF

Other

£
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Full circle: Your added value
Investors are at the core of everything we do, from investment selection 
to communicating in a clear and transparent way to best support you.

Past performance is not an indication of future returns. Source: HSBC Asset Management 2021. This is based on an investment in the Balanced 
portfolio. OCF and return of investment is net of fees as at the end of June 2021. This is for illustrative purposes only based on actual historic performance and is not 
an indicator of forward looking returns. Any discrepancy may be due to rebalancing and rounding. 

£1,572

£572 return

£14

£1000
investment

Your initial investment at 
the beginning of year one

Total cost over five years

£
over 5 years if invested in our 
balanced portfolio.

This illustration shows the return 
of an initial investment of 
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Active management

A style of investment management that 
makes specific investment decisions 
which aim to outperform an index or 
benchmark.

Asset allocation

Some funds invest in a range of different 
asset classes, such as company shares, 
bonds and property. The distribution 
of funds to different assets is decided 
by the fund manager within the broad 
objectives of the fund and this is called 
asset allocation.

Asset class

An asset class is a group of securities/
investments that have similar financial 
characteristics and tend to react similarly 
in different market conditions.

Bonds

A bond is a ‘debt tool’ created for the 
purpose of raising money. An investor 
loans money to a company (usually a 
corporate or government) which borrows 
the money for a defined period of time, at 
a predetermined interest rate (which can 
be fixed or variable). In return for lending 
the company money, the investor will 
receive regular interest payments and 
a promise that the original investment 
will be paid back at a specified date. 
There can be corporate bonds, which 
are bonds issued by a company to raise 
money. There are also government bonds 
which are bonds issued by a national 
government. In the UK we call the UK 
government bond a gilt.

Diversification

A method by which a fund’s investments 
are spread, for example, across different 
types of investments and countries. By 
doing so the fund’s volatility (movement) 
can be minimised by the impact of a loss 
to any one investment being reduced by 
the rise of another.

Equities/shares

A share is a stake in the company that 
has issued it. Equities is another name 
for shares. The value of the shares will 
depend on a number of factors including 
how well the company is performing 
financially.

 
Fund

A fund pools together the money 
from many individuals allowing a fund 
manager to invest all the money in 
the same way. Exactly what the fund 
manager buys and sells depends on the 
investment objective of the fund.

Fund of funds

A fund of funds is a fund which invests  
in other funds rather than investing 
directly in company shares (equities), 
bonds or other securities. The HSBC 
Global Strategy Portfolios are mostly 
managed on a fund of funds basis.

I

Index

An index is a portfolio of securities 
(investments), representative of a 
particular market. The index value is 
calculated using prices of the selected 
securities. An index allows investors to 
track a market’s investment returns over 
time without having to track every single 
security in that market.

Ongoing charges figure (OCF)

The ongoing charges figure is a measure 
of what it costs you to invest in a fund 
on an ongoing basis. It is made up of 
the annual management charge (AMC) 
and other costs incurred in running a 
fund, such as custodian, auditor and 
regulatory, and which are paid directly 
out of the fund – these are also known as 
additional fund expenses.

 

O

Glossary of terms

A

B

D

E

F
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Passive management

A passive approach to investment 
management is where a fund tracks a 
specific index or set of indices, such 
as the FTSE All-Share Index of the 
S&P500. The fund manager invests 
in accordance with a pre-determined 
strategy that does not involve any 
forecasting. Includes index tracker 
funds and ETFs. 

Portfolio

A portfolio and a fund is essentially 
the same thing. It is typically a pool 
of shares or bonds held directly by 
investors or managed by financial 
professionals. A portfolio should be 
put together or chosen by a financial 
professional based in the investor’s risk 
and investing objectives.

Volatility

Volatility is a measure of how much 
a fund or security’s price goes up or 
down as a percentage of its total value. 
For example, the price of a low risk 
fund will typically change very little 
from day to day and has low volatility. 
The higher the volatility of a fund,  
then generally the greater the 
investment risk.

Volatility band

The volatility band is used when 
building the long term asset allocation, 
based on our estimates for future 
returns. This allows us to build different 
portfolios at different levels of risk.

VRP

Risk profiles

A risk profile identifies the acceptable 
level of risk you are prepared and 
able to accept. The risk profile for you 
should determine your willingness 
and ability to take on risk. Risk can be 
thought of as the trade-off between 
risk and return, where taking on higher 
risk can expose you to both higher 
returns and higher losses.

Security/securities

A term used to describe financial 
instruments/investments such as 
stocks and bonds.

S
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Key risks

The value of an investment in the portfolios and any income from them can go down as well as up 
and as with any investment you may not receive back the amount originally invested.

The key types of risk associated with the HSBC Global Strategy Portfolios asset allocations are as 
follows (please refer to the KIID for the full list):

Equity risks
Market fluctuations can affect the performance 
of an investment fund both upwards and 
downwards. You may not get back the full amount 
invested.

Fixed income risk
As interest rates rise debt securities will fall in 
value. Issuers of debt securities may fail to meet 
their regular interest and/or capital repayment 
obligations. All credit instruments therefore have 
potential for default. Higher yielding securities are 
more likely to default.

Third-party risk
Governance of underlying assets remains the 
responsibility of third-party managers. Regular 
assessment is undertaken for third-party manager 
approval.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity is a measure of how easily an investment 
can be converted to cash without a loss of capital 
and/or income in the process. The value of assets 
may be significantly impacted by liquidity risk during 
adverse market conditions.

Alternative investments risk
Alternative investments include private equity, 
commodities, hedge funds and property. They 
may be difficult to sell in a timely manner or at a 
reasonable price. It may be difficult to obtain reliable 
information about their value.

Derivative risk
The value of derivative contracts is dependent 
upon the performance of an underlying asset. A 
small movement in the value of the underlying 
asset can cause a large movement in the value of 
the derivative. Unlike exchange traded derivatives, 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives have credit risk 
associated with the counterparty or institution 
facilitating the trade.

Operational risk
The main risks are related to systems and process 
failures. Investment processes are overseen by 
independent risk functions which are subject to 
independent audit and supervised by regulators.

Emerging markets risk
Emerging economies typically exhibit higher 
levels of investment risk. Markets are not always 
well regulated or efficient and investments can be 
affected by reduced liquidity.

Exchange rate risk
Investing in assets denominated in a currency 
other than that of your own currency perspective 
exposes the value of the investment to exchange 
rate fluctuations.

Real estate risk
Cost of acquisition and disposal, taxation, 
planning, legal, compliance and other factors can 
materially impact real estate valuation.

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:

Standard version:
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Any views expressed were held at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice. While any forecast, projection or target where provided is 
indicative only and not guaranteed in any way.  HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited accepts no liability for any failure to meet such forecast, projection or 
target.

The material contained herein is for information only and does not constitute legal, tax or investment advice or a recommendation to any reader of this material to 
buy or sell investments. You must not, therefore, rely on the content of this document when making any investment decisions.

This document is not intended for distribution to or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law 
or regulation.  This document is not and should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe to any investment. 

The HSBC Global Strategy Portfolios are sub-funds of HSBC OpenFunds, an Open Ended Investment Company that is authorised in the UK by the Financial Conduct 
Authority. The Authorised Corporate Director and Investment Manager is HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited. All applications are made on the basis of the 
HSBC OpenFunds prospectus, Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and most recent annual and semi annual report, which can be obtained upon request free 
of charge from HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited, 8, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5HQ, UK, or the local distributors or from the website 
below. 

The value of investments and any income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally invested. Where overseas 
investments are held the rate of currency exchange may also cause the value of such investments to fluctuate. Investments in emerging markets are by their nature 
higher risk and potentially more volatile than those inherent in some established markets. Stock market investments should be viewed as a medium to long term 
investment and should be held for at least five years. Any performance information shown refers to the past and should not be seen as an indication of future returns. 

To help improve our service and in the interests of security we may record and/or monitor your communication with us. HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) 
Limited provides information to Institutions, Professional Advisers and their clients on the investment products and services of the HSBC Group.  

Approved for issue in the UK by HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited, who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. HSBC Asset 
Management is the brand name for the asset management business of HSBC Group, which includes the investment activities provided through our local regulated 
entity, HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited.

www.assetmanagement.hsbc.com/uk 

Copyright © HSBC Global Asset Management (UK) Limited 2021. All rights reserved.  ED3085 EXP 30.06.22
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